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Agenda/Run Sheet 
Given the interest in how Shawn had planned and facilitated the retreat, this original draft of the 
run sheet is included. We didn’t stick to it exactly, but it’s a pretty good reflection of what we did. 
 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
 
Reflection & story telling around “Community of Communities” 

Purposes: Relationship building. Sharing of ideas, esp. around how we nurture 
“community” 
Product: Wall (or floor space) full of personal drawings; new insights & personal 
connections; openings for further conversation 

 
6:00 Set up and arrivals. Drop off plates for dinner.     T&C SUPPLIES 
 
6:30 Welcome, Acknowledgement of Country, Opening prayer,            HANDOUT 

Bible reading (1 Cor 12:12-31a + 14:5b) Song (Community), leading into… 
6:45 Personal reflection: draw your own “Community of Communities” map, and reflect on how 
they are “life-giving communities of faith” for you: 

- How do those communities “work”?  
- What has been life giving for you? How is it a community of faith for you? Do you have any 

concerns in relation to those things? 
- Think about a story or experience you could share with us that illustrates your answers to 

these questions (about the group, and about how it has been for you)  PAPER & PENS 
 
7:00 Shared dinner – having brought a (small) plate to share 
 
7:15 Start sharing individual stories based on these reflections 

- individual sharing, around the table/circle 
- OK to ask quick questions of clarification, but emphasis is on listening to each person’s 

story rather than discussion.  
- Also be listening for “openings” for fuller conversation with that person tomorrow/in future, 

and for topics that might be good for group discussion tomorrow. Make notes if it helps! 
 
8:00ish Other reflections & questions for discussion 

- How do we nurture “Community” of “[Life-Giving] Communities [of Faith]”? 
- What are some of the themes you’re hearing? 

 
Some thoughts about the Themes for Reflection, and how they might (already, or very easily) be 
embedded in our planning & acting during 2017 & beyond.  

- [Celebration of what’s already happening or in the works; empowering and enabling things 
that don’t need “permission” or collective planning] 

- Note also I’ll be sharing tomorrow about goals & plans already underway e.g. OW, Student 
House, etc. 

- Mention each topic, and ask for some ideas/examples of what’s already happening or could 
very easily be done by each or all of us…things that don’t feel like a burden, a big decision, 
a trade-off etc. 
 

- Intentionality       SHEETS & TALKING PAPER 
- Deepening Relationship  
- Mission Shaped Church 
- Growth 
- Deepening Faith and Spirituality (mention Richard’s proposal, contrast with existing 

opportunities e.g. Meditation groups, With Love to the World, etc.) 
- Celebration 

 
9:00 close. Bring laptops for tomorrow if you can.  
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SATURDAY MORNING 
 
9:00 “Reflecting on the Roots” – theological reflections and responses 

- Welcome everyone to the circle by name (as in Table Church liturgy) 
- Opening prayer & song “Gather us O God, body spirit soul and mind” 
- Ian to lead, based on the October 2016 Bible Study with Steph & “Roots” section of the 

Mission Planning Report.  
- Ian to invite personal responses, reflections and small (or large) group discussions – use 

photos as a springboard for reflection 
- Possible frame: if the roots are healthy, we should see it in the fruits 

 
10:30 (or earlier) MORNING TEA. Catch up with someone you don’t know so well. 
 
11:00 The strong trunk & major branches – things that are already in place for 2017 and 
beyond 

- Known goals and challenges for Sunday Morning Worship, Olive Way, Student House, 
Pastoral Care, CYYA, etc. 

- Invitation to add Coals, Challenges, Existing strategies, or Ideas to the sheets at any time 
(may or may not get discussed this afternoon)          PREPARED SHEETS & TEXTAS 

 
12:00 What else needs attention? Why?  

- Explain what we’ll be doing after lunch: two sessions of parallel conversations in different 
spaces (like “stations”), with whoever wants to go to each one [see instructions below] 

- Brainstorm topics via Talking Paper (themes, groups or mission activities 
[branches/circles], processes, ideas, questions etc.) 

- Group related ideas into possible topics for afternoon            SHEETS, TP 
- Sticky dots/ticks for what we should give our attention to this afternoon 
- Volunteer “hosts” pick topics & post matrix of conversations – 2 sessions x 3-4 topics each 

 
12:30 LUNCH  

- incl time to walk, sit in garden, informal conversations 
 

1:30 Ideas, proposals & (tentative) plans 
- Open Space style, working on different topics in different spaces.  
- Move between them as you wish. 
- One “host” per space – ensure recording, ensure participation NOTES TEMPLATE 
- Each conversation should aim to develop suggestions for action (noting any sense of timing 

– now/later/ongoing?)           
- Besides action ideas, will be very helpful to identify goals & challenges; may be valuable to 

remind each other of existing actions 
- CC will need to review, prioritise, set timeframes 

 
3:00 AFTERNOON TEA 

- Conversation hosts to check in with Shawn & plan final session 
 
3:30 Next steps 

- Up to an hour to move things forward as best we can, dep. on what has emerged 
- Start with summary report-back from groups – anything the full group needs to discuss? 
- Might include some small group drafting, while others do the good work of relationship 

building 
 
Clean up  
Close in prayer & song “Send us out, O God” 
Out by 5pm.  
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BUC as “Community of communities of faith” – themes from 
our drawings & stories 
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Current and emerging plans 
Shawn presented on a series of flipcharts some of the “branches” of the BUC tree that already 
have some combination of goals, challenges, ideas and agreed/underway plans. 
 
Everyone was invited to add comments to these sheets, correct errors etc. Some gave rise to 
further discussion at the retreat, others will continue developing without specific discussion at the 
retreat – but it’s important for us all to understand some of the major things that are already 
happening/planned.  
 
The original sheets Shawn presented were: 
• Worship 
• Olive Way 
• Pastoral Care 
• Student House 

• CYYA 
• New BUC website 
• Contemplative spirituality 

 
Participants added two other sheets: 
• Discipleship & Education • Interfaith 
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Small group discussions 
We met in small groups during two sessions of parallel discussions. People were free to move 
between discussion groups (and several did so) while a “host” facilitated discussion of the topic. 
 
Contemplative 
Action  
(Kirsty) 

“Being at home in 
Brunswick”  
(Shawn) 

Pastoral Care ideas 
 
(Jane) 

Involving kids 
 
(Rachel) 

CALD inclusivity 
 
(Natalie) 

Art Stop/BUC Arts 
proposal 
(Saide) 

Resourcing 
 
(Linda) 

Supporting & developing 
our people 
(Pete B) 

 
Reports from each of these discussions are included below.  
 
Other topics/topic clusters were suggested but were not discussed on the day. Anyone is free to 
take these up and “host a discussion” at any time! 
• Nurturing people who are new to faith & rethinking faith & “being church” – (re)teaching the 

basics 
Challenge: move attendance to membership to commitment !!!! 

• Olive Way - OWSG & proposed Advisory Group & JAM (why 3 groups?)  
How shall we support and manage the mission of the church without multiplying committees? 
!!! 

• Where does Food Co-op fit and what is its future? !! 
• Multi Faith / Interfaith/interspirituality and BUC !! 
• Whether/when/how to do some “blue sky” thinking ! 
• Clarity between the Student House offer and the congregation’s perception of value proposition 

– what is it that the congregation are offering and what are the expectations of participants ! 
• When/how do we find out more about the communities outside BUC that we’re involved in that 

are life giving for us? ! 
• Ensure culture of safety is integrated into all our programs and into our everyday practice  

Challenge: Keeping our safety policies & practices current ! 
• How do we come out of our building and be visible to the community? ! 
• Discussion of the concept of faith journey and various stages – how do we identify where we 

are? How can we support people at a particular stage, eg youth – if they are leaving is that 
because we aren’t supporting that stage, or is it just an age and social thing? 

• Challenge: keeping new website up to date 
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Topic Summary Contemplative Action etc 

Suggested topics Contemplative action 
Praying for justice   
Spiritual support for “carers of the future of the earth” – understand and 
develop this proposal  
How to create environment/care of the earth/spirituality action group  
How as a congregation (or “branch”) to be active in caring for the future 
of the earth  

Host & recorder Kirsty Bennett & Saide Cameron 

Present  Kirsty, Saide, Meredith, Jamie, Daniel  
 
 
Contemplative Action 
• We take action, participate in actions because we are Christian, living out the gospel 
• It’s not just action but rather action based on faith  
 
Praying for justice 
• Spiritual support for carers of the earth  
• How as a congregation can we be active in caring for the future carers of the earth? 
 
Why did we join the conversation? 
• Inspired by Richard's paper about contemplation and leading into caring for creation 

o There is a sense of connection need a sense of hope 
o Contemplation connects us to the earth 
o Inviting enabling others to connect  

• Contemplation and action ties together in our care of the earth 
• Always attracted to spirituality 

o Interested in contemplative practices and where it is heading and looking for ways to be 
connected and engaged within the time constraints 

o Richard would like to expand the place of meditation groups in the church, would join if 
there was something possible 

• Idea of action was ‘eye-catching’ 
o Solar panels on the roof is one way of taking action 
o Love makes a way has its focus 
o There could be other ways of exploring ways of taking action in our care of the earth 
o Another potential action could be around homelessness 

• Very action oriented person looking for ways to be mindful in the approach to action  
 
Contemplation and action 
• Important to name the two together 
• How do we nurture and encourage contemplation 
• How do we nurture and encourage action 
• How do we do both things  
 
Possibilities  
• We have prayer points for the week published in the Olive Press; maybe we could have topics 

for contemplation during the week. 
• Meditation Groups  

o Obstacle: timing and availability of groups 
o Idea: offer something that people can do individually 
o Weekly meditation that we are all doing together 
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o Pick key times during the week that people can choose to meditate 
o Use theme or specific meditation app 

• Pre-worship meditation 
o Time of meditation before worship somewhere in the church property/complex 
o Common time, common theme before worship 
o Offers a way of connecting  
o Topic theme could be related to something that is happening in the community or from the 

previous weeks sermon  
 
Contemplative Action 
• Leads to, supports, informs action, eg. Palm Sunday rally, Love Makes A Way 
• The gospel is a call to action  

o Have we made the connection with the gospel?  
o Contemplation helps us to think about why we do this, how does this connect with my faith 
o Connection between with faith and action is a good thing to take with us to an action  
o Having the BUC banner helps with naming that we do this we because we are called and 

sent by Jesus to do so 
 
Taking action 
• When LMAW participates in action people are there for hours – singing and praying, being 

contemplative within a Christian context.  There is a liturgy with a structure  
• Noted that at the RAC vigil for the 4th death in custody a splinter group moved off and 

disrupted traffic, LMAW singing could have offered a better way to respond and witness 
• How we witness is very important  
• Praying together before we take action reminds us who is sending us and what we are being 

sent to do, to bear witness, to live out the gospel, to seek justice  
 
Areas for action 
• How do we reflect theologically on the issues confronting the world 
• Homelessness 
• Asylum seekers & refugees 
• Environment  

o Spiritually sustaining the future carers of the earth  
o Trying as a Christian church getting the idea out of understanding of the spirituality of the 

earth 
o It's not just about statistics it's about the people  

 
Special interest group  
• An opportunity to gather to reflect contemplatively on an issue in a spiritually reflective way.   
• What does the gospel have to say about the issue? 
• Could be aligned to, hosted by D&E  
• Who's coming, what's happening, what do we want to talk about? 
 
Contemplation & action 
• We need to do both 
• We need to ensure that what we do complements & enhances what is already happening  
 
Next step 
• Refer to JAM, D&E, Meditation leaders (Richard, Andrea, Janet) 
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Topic Summary “Being at home in Brunswick” etc 

Suggested topics Richard Arnold’s “Being at home in Brunswick” proposal 
Discuss “Being at home in Brunswick” proposal further  
What is God’s mission to address issues of housing affordability and 
homelessness? 
Thinking through issues of empowering and disempowering approaches 
in areas such as Olive Way, Stewart Lodge, Brunswick Lodge etc;  
Stewart Lodge is not the only housing cluster in Brunswick – how can 
we be more inclusive? 
Increase/combine 0.2FTE Community Engagement Chaplain model to 
include PC (trained to visit in times of need, to train others, etc) 
Pastoral Care to BUC community – visiting? Increase 0.2 to 0.4 

Host & recorder Shawn Whelan & Pete Blair 

Present  not recorded 

 
Initial conversation around the background to the proposal: 
Stewart Lodge (SL), houses close to 70 ppl, 3 story complex in Brunswick. Managing couple very 
supportive. Other groups such as the Anglicans, Catholics involved. Brunswick Lodge doesn’t have 
the level of support or care as that provided by Stewart lodge. Previously Carlynne was involved in 
supporting SL as well as coordinating OW. Richard Arnold has offered the proposal of resurrecting 
the SL support in a separate role, with a view to increasing a response to issues of homelessness 
in Brunswick area.  
 
Questions: What overlap is there between OW and Brunswick lodge/Stewart Lodge? (eg. ArtStop) 
Who are the people we want to welcome? Supporting and outreaching to SRS crowds requires 
careful management of resources: what resources are available and what resources are required?   
 
Role of community engagement chaplain: 
Community engagement position has potential to engage a wide cross-section of the community.  
Other initiatives that have big crossover with the local community: eg. food co-op.   
 
Role of Special interest group: to focus on marginalised and vulnerable people, examine issues 
such as homelessness, a group of people who can champion the cause in BUC community. 
Worker animates the BUC special interest group and looks after needs of Stewart lodge. Also 
being an animator, and promoter of issues for people. Homelessness issues become more 
prevalent as weather becomes more inclement (ie. extreme cold or extreme hot). 
 
Currently Church Council develops policies re: homelessness but no-one to follow up broader (ie. 
systemic) responses. Greater need to be in conversation with government, policy makers, etc. 
Some BUC members live in Brunswick, others living further afield who might not see Brunswick as 
‘home’. However BUC has a “residential” membership. Church itself is a resource for gathering 
information, listening, relationship building with housing issues.   
 
Worker: noted that dividing roles/tasks among several PT staff has strengths, but also adds to the 
complexity of organisation. Greater time required to coordinate.  
 
Where do we want to take people in OW? Is it just to keep feeding & welcoming them – if so OK, 
but is there any focus on improving & enriching their lives? eg. ArtStop, SROC. Can see OW as a 
conduit to those sorts of things? Would love to see whole range of such groups surrounding OW. 
Could we/should we offer a lift to Stewart Lodge folks to enable greater participation? This could 
be very resource intensive. 
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Can we bring some of those activities to Stewart Lodge? Work with people where they are (noting 
that they also love to get out!). Challenges: would definitely need staff support to initiate, promote 
and co-ordinate. 
 
Overall feedback re: creation of role: 
Not a huge surge of enthusiasm for this, but definitely some interest in the possibilities.  
 
Query how the SL tasks mentioned in the proposal will get done sufficiently if we don’t have a staff 
person focused on this. 
 
Note: the topics around extending the proposed role to include PC were not discussed. 
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Topic Summary Pastoral Care ideas 

Suggested topics Ideas for action in Pastoral Care within current model/framework 
Other than Church Camp, how can we be a more intentional 
community? 

Host & recorder Jane Allardice 

Present Not recorded 

 
INTENTIONALITY 
Group briefly discussed what intentionality means, whose intentions, voiced/unvoiced. 
Group agreed that deliberate resources (human and financial) need to be put in place to meet intentions 
 
PASTORAL CARE IDEAS WITHIN HOSPITALITY, COMPASSION and COMMUNITY 
General PC items discussed: 

• Should there be a paid person to manage PC? This will be left for the PC Committee to discuss further 
• The PC teams have a general idea of what needs to be done. It is a matter of getting a stable, committed 

group, working out how to do it and putting it into action 
• Checking skill sets for PC would be useful. This was attempted in the past but there are legal/privacy issues 

that meant it had to be stopped 
• PC have a list of people they are responsible for. It was suggested that this was the old model but could be 

looked at in a different way, eg for new people 

Hospitality 
90% of newcomers say they found BUC via the website. Therefore website is very important. 
 
Some Hospitality ideas suggested: 

• Invite newcomers to be part of a small group for 1 yr. Groups should focus on real needs will be more 
sustainable, eg Food Co-op 

How do we find out what the needs are? Is this part of the Community Ministry 
• Connect PC with the Student House people in a more intentional/direct way. It helps foster realationships and 

have a presence when students are in crisis.  
For example set up either a one-on-one mentor for each student or link each student with a family and that 
family includes the student in family activities. Some students were asking about mentors.  
Ask the SH people, what do they want or need, to feel welcomed and included 

• Involve newcomers by directly asking them to join a group, committee, activity, etc. That has helped others find 
pathways to belonging 

• Asking newcomers to a meal is a significant sign of welcoming and has helped others to feel welcome. It is 
more intentional and facilitates a feeling of welcome 

• More follow up required of newcomers. Newcomers may feel intimidated in a new environment. The Hospitality 
Team know this and intend to action a follow up program this year 

• See the “Meetup”group idea under Community 
• Newcomers keep coming, so what is working for them? Café style morning tea is good or Bible Study Groups 
• Need a stable hospitality team 

Community 
Some ideas suggested: 

• Encourage Young people to offer babysitting  
• A general mentoring program would be useful and doesn’t have to be done by PC team members 
• Determine what groups are needed. Then what?? 
• Set up a “Meetup” group on the web site. This could be beneficial for newcomers as well 
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Topic Summary Involving children 

Suggested topics How can we keep weaving children and young  people into the 
experience of worship? 
How can SMP/AAW be more process focused? 

Host & recorder Rachel U’Ren 

Present  Not recorded 

 
KIDS AND MUSIC 
Increase possibilities for kids to be involved in instrumental music on Sunday morning 

• Where music is played in a family, it’s easy for kids to get involved. Let’s make similar 
opportunities for other kids. 

• It’s an opportunity for kids to interact as equals with adults, taking them seriously, 
honouring their gifts  

• Email parents of SMP kids, ask if they would like to be involved – develop a list that music 
leaders can call on   

Increase connection between worship music and SMP 
• Use songs from service in SMP – reinforce what has been learned, the children see it as a 

valuable part of worship, and give them the opportunity to bring it back to worship eg. Let it 
Shine  

• Learn the words and actions, repeat in SMP over several weeks, bring it back to worship. 
Have several songs on the go throughout the term.  

• Record songs so SMP volunteers can use them, also upload to website, blog 
• Keep an eye out for what songs are coming up eg. opportunity for kids to participate in 

percussion  
• Simple songs (eg. 4 lines), Ian develops actions 
• Natalie / Ian / Julie confer about upcoming AAW themes, and possible roster opportunities 

in T2 & T3 
 
ALL AGE WORSHIP 
How to increase the all-age-ness? Currently the children tend to be up the back, removed from the 
service. 
Can we incorporate some of the approaches of Godly Play into All Age Worship? 

• Allow space for reflection, and for a child’s wondering response. Have collage, paint, 
drawing tables set up. “I wonder how the light flickers up…” 

• Adult volunteers need to be trained in this approach, to model the reflective response.  
• Children develop understanding of contemplative language, listening  

Other ideas from eg. Worship in the round 
• Why we are here, come in and sit in the circle, sayings/actions 
• Service should be visual from floor level 
• Story / wondering / response  
• Whole congregation participates in the Feast, the Ending  

Structure of worship 
• Nourish was a beautifully structured worship service – it is useful for kids to learn about the 

elements, why we do things in a certain order, and useful for adults to be reminded.  
 
CHILDREN HELPING TO COUNT THE OFFERING 

• Children would be shadowing the adults counting the offering – increase sense of 
responsibility and involvement  

 
CULTURE OF SAFETY 
An ongoing agenda item for Church Council 
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Topic Summary CALD inclusivity 

Suggested topics Participation of CALD members in worship, faith development, pastoral 
support (eg Englich practice), cultural exchange 
How can we encourage further integration of our “diverse” members? 
(eg we’re all Anglo here today at leadership retreat) 
How can we be more inclusive in our decision making – include more 
diversity in our committees? 
What more can we do to make worship an experience that involves all 
ages and includes CALD people? 
“Whiteness of leadership” – (un)learning about & resourcing complex 
race and dominant culture issue 

Host & recorder Natalie Sims 

Present Not recorded 

 
The whiteness of leadership at BUC… 
Inclusion of more culturally and linguistically diverse members of the congregation. 
 
RANDOM BITS: 
• Are there teenagers from other cultures in our congregation? There are kids growing up who 

are from multicultural families, and we have an Urdu family coming 
• Can we learn from churches from other cultures?!? Sometimes yes, sometimes no.  
• And what about the anthropomorphisation of God? 
• The way we include people of different races at church will change the way we relate to them in 

the rest of our life (e.g. workplaces) – and vice versa. The education ideas below, will be really 
important for that.  

• Being Christian is a great way to connect with people of other cultures – it’s something we have 
in common! Yay!  

 
GOALS 
• A church that welcomes a diversity of people. 
• Become people who very naturally notice people of other cultures who can be in leadership. 
• Become aware of our own cultural biases and how that is preventing us from extending a full 

welcome.  
• Integrate the Persian members of the community better (but not just them) – overcome their 

cultural isolation. 
• Faith development of the Persian group, especially because they are new converts. 
• Build connections by hospitality.  

 
CHALLENGES / LIMITATIONS 
• Ian needs ideas and help in nurturing the faith of the Persian group – they are new converts.  
• Think about what is inherently “white” about our congregation – the space, our cultural practice.  
• Is there a way to integrate some interfaith sensitivity in our worship / structures?  
• Theological conservativity of Christians from other cultures. How are we going to deal with 

that? Need to retain a safe space for LGBTQI people and balance that with being a welcoming 
space for people of more conservative theology. Don’t assume that you know what someone’s 
theology is if they are from a traditionally more conservative culture. 

• Note socioeconomic differences. 
• “When we sing a hymn in another language, we are not singing someone else’s song”. How do 

we welcome many cultures (it’s not just the Persians)? 
• How do we make sure this conversation doesn’t just happen among the white people?  
• How do we not separate “multicultural issues” into something separate (aka the changes in 

Presbytery). Quotas? That’s what Presbytery is doing, but it makes us uncomfortable. Is it 
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something that could be right for us? We don’t really have a problem of “too many people” 
wanting to be on council, but we do need to make. Who is not here? How do we step back and 
see who is missing from each of the councils of our church? Awareness – we do pretty well at 
doing it for gender / age issues, but not so much for race issues.  We need to do something 
that makes us think differently! 

• This is a problem for the Synod as well, because candidates are having trouble finding 
congregations – racism in the church, unintended bias. Disappointing.  

• Relationship with BIUC is improving – the theological conservatism makes things difficult. 
Importance of maintaining that friendship.  

 
IDEAS FOR ACTION / POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
• How to support the Persian mothers of small children?   
• BUC Meet-up group - Persian language! Kate would like to do this when she finishes her 

thesis.  Most of the Persian members hang out / work with Persians or are at home on their 
own – cultural isolation. Don’t get to practice their English…   

• Michael Rigby has a friend who has offered to teach English 
• Ian needs help with the Persian Bible study. 
• Education about how we are unintentionally excluding others just by virtue of being ourselves – 

how is our culture excluding them. Cultural sensitivity training. Talk about how to communicate 
and not make people “tokens” or “badges” and not to be self-congratulating about how 
“culturally diverse” we are. Notice our blindspots and cultural baggage. Moreland Council “The 
Art of Radical Listening” workshop. Let’s do something like that!  

• More inclusion of culturally diverse music, particularly as a way of encouraging more 
participation from culturally diverse people in the congregation 

• Could Nourish be made more accessible for people for whom English is their second 
language? Bilingual sources?  

• Use images (both visual and language) of God / Christ that are culturally, as well as gender 
diverse.  

 
AGREED PLANS AND ACTIONS 
• Invite Behzad to be on church council! 
• Have an “Art of Radical Listening” workshop at church and explore other opportunities for 

cultural sensitivity training. 
 

Note: Meg’s boarder is from another culture and was disappointed in not getting the approach from 
mulling that he were hoping for. 
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Topic Summary ArtStop proposal 
 

Suggested topics ArtStop proposal from Ann Soo – discuss further 
BUC Arts including ArtStop – creativity in worship; seeking, recognising 
and expressing beauty 
Building on ArtStop to bring together / in wider community in multiple 
creative ways 

Host & recorder Saide Cameron 

Present  Kirsty, Saide, Leanne, Meredith, Faye, Rachel, Steph  

 
*Art Stop 
There is a proposal from Leanne and Ann Soo 
Areas needing support identified in report 
 
*BUC Arts - is this a bigger topic where Art Stop could fit? (e.g. along with Sydney Rd Opera Co, 
Sydney Rd Street Party) 
 
Art stop and bigger arts focus are topics of our conversation 
 
Why did we join this conversation? 
• Exhibitions amazing and offer opportunity to people who have had little encouragement 
• Saw the end product of art stop expo at excluding and embrace. How did they get to that? 

Mind blowing, variety of media impressive 
• Art stop is amazing ... from artists and from relationships and support and encouragement they 

offer to each other, and the great care shown to Ann and Leanne 
• Visited the Collaborators in Seattle. Studio space but open to community, offered to the 

community, an exchange between people who had something to offer and people who are 
vulnerable. Writers, cooks, artists, … 

 
At Art Stop  
• No feeling that someone needs to be of a certain 'standard'. 
• The creation of art is important, not a status, hierarchy in what is done. 
 
Art stop and future 
• Could Olive Way lead a service?  
• How can we have more art in worship? 
• Artist in residence programme - offer 6 weeks of artist in residence and advertise in wider 

community 
• The relationship (between BUC & ArtStop) is vital. BUC must keep this in mind as all decisions 

are made eg. an exhibition is not a BUC exhibition but an art exhibition, in an art gallery 
 
Support 
• Leanne and Ann can't do it all.  
• Other people to look at funding possibilities, etc.  a committee a good idea.  
• Also agreements with artist & art stop for sale of art. 
• Needs to be a separate committee and not part of Olive Way 
• Allows people to be using their gifts and be involved with what gives them life 
 
Relationship with Arts Access 
• We affirm we definitely want to support Art Stop to continue. 
• Note there is a potential divergence of purpose between Arts Access and BUC 
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• Arts Access is required to focus on people with mental health. 
• BUC wants to focus on artist (regardless). Potential difference of vision. 
 
Resourcing  
• In CC to be aware of potential need to go our own way to maintain vision re collaboration, 

relationship and inclusion. It doesn't matter what we bring to the space (mental illness, tired, 
etc etc). This would have cost implications for BUC. 

• In any case may need to look at cost recovery for materials 
• Could there be a space available more often? 
• Provide storage for artists to leave things there securely to come and use? 
 
BUC Arts could be/is? 
• More than painting 
• Sculpture 
• Poetry 
• Film 
• Music 
• Cooking 
• Craft 
 
BUC Arts committee 
• It would be good to set up an BUC Arts committee that could explores the churches 

involvement in a wide range of expression and arts and Food inc in worship and to gather 
people together to promote and creativity. 

• Potential to support and resource other committees, groups and programs including 
o Worship 
o Sydney Rd. Street Party 
o CY&YA 
o JAM 

 
Next step 
• Refer to JAM, ArtStop leaders (Leanne, Ann) 
 
 
Addendum (from Linda Wannan, by email): 
• Blake Art prize for spiritual and religious art this year 2017 is sponsored by UCA Funds. It will 

have some exhibition times in MEL. There is an opportunity to link with them to promote the 
work done by our participants in the OW-BUC Art program. This could be a good development 
option for our Wednesday BUC Arts participants. 
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Topic Summary Resourcing 

Suggested topics Do we have enough resources (human & $$ & energy) to do more 
outreach work? 
Encourage congregation to give – weekly, not only occasionally – in 
response to mission possibilities   

Host Linda Wannan & Mal Rowe 

Present Linda, Mal, Shawn, Steph, Julie, and others not recorded 

 
 
Giving to targeted causes: 
Grill’d patrons vote for what they wish to support by putting bottle tops in an allocated bin. 
We have had targeted giving in the past, but it has sometimes been oversubscribed – leading to 
budget distortion.  > Who cares about re-allocation of gifts?  Many don’t but some do. 
If we seek to increase mission effort by paid staff will we support it financially?   
 
Spending: 
Can some tasks by covered by existing committees / staff – must we take on new expenses? 
 
Giving:  
Is direct debit a negative?   
Some people prefer to have more control by determining their own deposits.  
Finance Committee to look into this and explain the range of ‘more free’ options for giving, incl: 

- regular electronic transfers that people can set up and manage from their own online 
banking system. 

- explanation of how envelopes can be used to “keep up” with a personal giving budget 
There is a strong committed group of givers.   
The old ‘Olive Oil’ campaign was seen as useful – something similar is probably needed now. 
How do we promote greater need?  

By asking for more general giving? 
By running special appeals?  
- With special appeals should we set aside a % as ‘overheads’. 

Should we report on actual finances each month in the Olive Press? 
Should we ask for funding on a project by project basis? 
Recognition of giving by children in SMP – and by participants in other programs - can be 
improved. 
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Topic Summary Supporting and developing our people 

Suggested topics How do we as busy people support each other to be the salt, the bridge 
‘un’builders? 
Do we take time for reflection on self care, professional development of 
volunteers & paid members 
Developing OW volunteer pool, training, policies & procedures 

Host & recorder Pete Blair & Ray Cameron 

Present  Not recorded 

 
Three areas to discuss: 
• How we as busy people support each other to be salt, the wall ‘un-builders’, interconnectors in 

our community.  
• How do we take time for reflection, self care, professional development of volunteer, paid 

members? 
• Developing OW volunteer pool, training, policies and procedures 
 
Care of each other: What do we do now and what could we do? 
Similar to pastoral care, the programs that are running now, care, reflection,  
Ministry team is largely self-supporting, some support provided through those meetings etc. 
For volunteers: Committees need to indicate the skills and training that are required for their roles.  
Nothing is proactively offered. 
 
We operate best when we are supported and given direction, it underpins everything that we do. 
Ministry team provides peer support, each would still need to stop and reflect individually.  Ian, as 
part of contract, ministers. Team to have the direction etc that they would then do it for their team 
members 
 
Cross-fertilization of skills, training and support for specific teams. 
Knowledge based input and training could occur: Eg. Jenne Pearlstein and Meg run a dementia 
training course which could be offered to other teams or committees. Pastoral carers could have 
that: mental health, a similar approach 
 
Peter B, has supervision been offered? Peter will need to seek out a supervisor, if unable to find 
one will come back to the team for advice.  All on the ministry team are to have a supervisor, could 
run into problems if don’t have one. 
 
Different groups or committees need support and nurturing: We could employ a pastoral care 
worker in a paid position.  Needs the right job description; they could offer support for a wide range 
of people in the congregation. 
 
What have we done in the past? Cell groups, kerygma group, Table church, smaller groups. 
BUC has a huge community, which can be overwhelming if you don't know anybody - so big that 
we may not know who is new. 
 
Geographic groups could meet on a regular basis. BUC is not small but no mega-church.  We 
haven't been leaving people behind. We have committed welcomers (eg. Janet Watson-Kruse). 
Need a critical mass in a geographic area to make it work.  
 
How do we develop our people? What are the professional development needs?  
How consistent and intentional are we in the training of people (eg first aid officer). 
There was talk about running training in relation to Sanctuary. 
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There is a risk when we get volunteers and we don't adequately train people in the process, 
procedures, specific skill sets.  People need to be aware of the policy's etc, who to go to if there 
was an issue.  
 
Developing OW volunteers:  
Orientation packs should be given to new people, which would contain information on safety and 
procedures.  
Olive Way appears to have a draft one, which needs to be typed up.  Peter B has the one from the 
Salvos. Currently there is forum to brief people. Have a volunteers dinner twice a year, updates, 
thank you training, community. Peter would like this.   
 
Olive Way is ten years old this year, should be an acknowledgment service to celebrate. 
Potential training areas for OW volunteers:  

• Active listening 
• For challenging behaviours 
• First aid 
• OH&S 
• safe church, eg sharp knives etc. 
• Mental health 

Need a document that contains information on what external resources are available, eg food, 
Swags for the Homeless, links with the local council, what facilities they offer.  Who do we link 
with?  Needs to be continually updated and developed. 
 
Developing Committees:  
Put an action on the committee to identify what skill sets they require, then to ascertain if they have 
the skills and what courses would be available.  Then to determine how to ensure people get it. 
Each committee could regularly ask (and allocate the time for) checking in on how each person is 
going.  
 
Self care:  
Self care for each person looks different.  
(eg. Steph uses ‘Plan to Thrive’, provides tools and resources to draw on. Supervisor for grass 
roots campaigning and Activists. Plan to Thrive is a group focus) 
 
Positive psychology is related to how to increase people's well-being (self care) using PERMA: 
positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning, accomplishment  
 
Self care, we should be modeling looking after ourselves, if on a committee, asking questions, 
checking in with other people as to how they are, keeping to time, being honest (eg. saying ‘I'm too 
tired to contribute to this in a meaningful way’ if unable to participate well), being honest. 
 
Sometimes people feel that the task is more important than the people, we don't want to promote 
this. 
 
Other examples of self-care:  

• ‘The Dance Chapel’, improvised, online dance, via web cam, praying with people in 
different parts of the world. Steph uses and enables her to feel connected. Lighting a 
candle. Can see multiple people at the same time, clear boundaries in the participation. 

 
• Online meditation group, international, Gwen 
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Next steps 
This was not a decision-making meeting. However, lots of great ideas and many personal 
commitments to action arose from it! The next steps for all of us are: 
 
• Shawn to draft and circulate this report 
• “Crowd sourced editing” – feel free to improve the photos or other aspects of the layout, to 

make minor corrections, etc.! 
• Once sufficiently edited, Shawn to share this report more widely 

 
• Everyone who attended should read the report, including their own discussion groups’ notes 

and those of other discussions that they couldn’t attend 
• Everyone who attended to follow up on any personal commitments they made 

 
• Committees and Church Council to follow up on ideas and suggestions in this report  

– note that this will be most likely to happen if people excited about the ideas bring them to 
those groups’ attention! 

• As noted above, anyone is welcome to initiate discussions about topics that weren’t covered 
today 
 

• Church Council will keep developing forward plans for 2017 and beyond, building on the 
themes of the Mission Planning Report and this retreat.  

• As Shawn noted, it’s Church Council’s intention as far as possible to encourage and empower 
existing and new “branches” in the life of BUC, not to direct and control them. That means it’s 
up to us all to make things happen! 
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